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ABSTRACT
The problem of unfair testimonies remains an open issue
in reputation systems for online trading communities. A
common attempt is to use binary ratings to model sellers’
reputation. However, this attempt leads to that the research
of tackling unfair testimonies also focuses on reputation sys-
tems using binary ratings. In this extended abstract, we
propose a two-stage clustering approach to filter unfair tes-
timonies for reputation systems using multi-nominal ratings.
The proposed approach uses clustering to identify unfair tes-
timonies and further contributes to providing buyers a more
accurate reputation evaluation regarding the target seller.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Compared to reputation systems using binary ratings for

online trading community, reputation systems using multi-
nominal ratings provide buyers richer information regarding
a seller’s trustworthiness [3]. However, reputation systems
using multi-nominal ratings suffer from the problem of “un-
fair testimonies” as reputation systems using binary ratings
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do. To cope with this “unfair testimonies” problem, we pro-
pose a two-stage clustering approach to filter unfair testi-
monies for reputation systems using multi-nominal ratings.

2. TWO-STAGE CLUSTERING APPROACH
Suppose there are k rating levels. The testimonies from

one particular buyer for a seller can be organized as a rating
vector with its length equal to the number of the rating lev-
els. Each dimension value of the vector is the accumulated
count of the buyer’s past ratings of the corresponding rating
level for the seller. In the first stage, we cluster the normal-
ized rating vectors from all witnesses and the buyer (if any)
into predefined fixed number of clusters using hierarchical
clustering [2]. More specifically, the rating vector from each
witness or the buyer is initially regarded as a cluster, and
two clusters with the shortest 2-norm distance are merged
together to form a new cluster. Then we continue to select
two clusters with the shortest 2-norm distance from the new
formed cluster and the remaining clusters in last step. We
then merge the two selected clusters together to form a new
cluster again. The process continues until the predefined
cluster number is met (we suggest that the predefined fixed
cluster number should be larger than or equal to the number
of rating levels to avoid rating vectors with distinct differ-
ences being merged together).
In the second stage, the merging process continues until a
different merging criteria is met. We first calculate the fur-
thest distance between any two clusters resulted from the
first stage. We then merge two clusters with the smallest fur-
thest distance together if the furthest distance between the
two clusters is smaller than the predefined distance threshold
which is distinguished between the following two scenarios.
Firstly, if one of the two clusters selected for merging is a
bounder cluster, whose center is very close to the bounder
vector as [1,0,. . . ,0] or [0,0,. . . ,0,1], the distance threshold
d1 is set. Secondly, if neither of the two clusters selected
for merging is a bounder cluster, another distance threshold
d2 is set. The two scenarios need to be differentiated be-
cause a bounder cluster is more likely the cluster including
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unfair testimonies. Because of the probable inclusion of un-
fair testimonies within a bounder cluster, d1 should be set
more strictly than d2 to avoid inaccurately merging unfairly
low ratings with fairly low ratings, or inaccurately merging
unfairly high ratings with fairly high ratings. The merging
process continues until no furthest distance between any two
clusters is smaller than the predefined distance threshold.
Finally, the testimonies in the cluster including the buyer’s
rating vector (if any) or the cluster including the majority
witnesses’ rating vectors (if the buyer has no ratings regard-
ing the seller) are considered as fair testimonies.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The goal of the experiments is to study the unfair tes-

timonies’ influence on the evaluation of sellers’ reputation
and to study the accuracy of the clustering approach in fil-
tering unfair testimonies. In our experiments, there are two
types of unfair witnesses studied – ballot-stuffing witnesses
and badmouthing witnesses [1], who provide unfairly high
ratings and unfairly low ratings respectively.
A trading community is simulated. There is 1 seller S and
100 witnesses. For the scenario where the buyer has personal
ratings for S, one more buyer B is simulated. Each witness
or B has 1000 transactions with S. There are five rating lev-
els, denoted as [1,2,3,4,5]. Before each simulation, an initial
willingness value is generated, taken from the value set of
[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0], representing that the initial rating for
S is 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, respectively. Each transaction’s rating
for S is controlled by S’s willingness. The willingness value
for each transaction is generated through a normal distri-
bution whose mean is equal to the initial willingness value
subtracting 0.1, and standard deviation is equal to 0.2. The
mapping between willingness ranges to rating levels is shown
in Table 1. The reputation score for each rating level can be

estimated as the integration value of
∫ H

L
1√
2πσ

e
− (x−μ)2

2σ2 dx,

where μ = initialwillingness − 0.1 and σ = 0.2, and L and
H are the lower range value and higher range value respec-
tively which correspond to the particular willingness range
for an initial willingness value. The mapping between rep-
utation score estimation value for each rating level and the
initial willingness value is shown in Table 1.

willingness
range

rating
level

initial willingness

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
(−∞, 0.2] 1 0.692 0.309 0.067 0.006 0
(0.2,0.4] 2 0.242 0.383 0.242 0.061 0.006
(0.4,0.6] 3 0.061 0.242 0.383 0.242 0.061
(0.6,0.8] 4 0.006 0.061 0.242 0.383 0.242
(0.8,∞) 5 0 0.006 0.067 0.309 0.692

Table 1: Mapping among willingness ranges, rating
levels, expected reputation scores and initial willing-
ness

In our experiments, the accuracy of the clustering approach
is measured by comparing the reputation scores estimated
by using Dirichlet Reputaiton System (DRS) [3] after clus-
tering filtering, with the reputation scores estimated by us-
ing DRS without clustering filtering, and the expected rep-
utation scores listed in Table 1. The fixed number of clus-
ters is 5 for stage 1 clustering stopping. A cluster is re-
garded as a bounder cluster if its center vector’s first or last

value is larger than or equal to 0.95. The distance thresh-
olds for stage 2 clustering stopping are set as d1 = 0.283,
which is the distance between the normalized rating vec-
tor [1,0,0,0,0] and [0.95,0.05,0,0,0], and d2 = 0.612 which is
the distance between the normalized rating vector [0,1,0,0,0]
and [0.25,0.5,0.25,0,0]. Figure 1 shows the reputation score
changes for rating level 1 in the scenarios where the percent-
age of the ballot-stuffing witnesses is 20%, the percentage of
badmouthing witnesses increases from 0% to 40%, and the
initial rating is 3, 4 or 5. B has no transactions with S. As
shown in Figure 1, the reputation scores with clustering are
almost the same as the expected reputation scores.
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Figure 1: 20% ballot-stuffing witnesses and the per-
centage of badmouthing witnesses increases

4. CONCLUSIONS
Reputation systems have contributed much to the success

of online trading communities. However, the reliability of
reputation systems can easily deteriorate due to the exis-
tence of unfair testimonies. To cope with the problem of
unfair testimonies, we propose a two-stage clustering ap-
proach to filter unfair testimonies for reputation systems
using multi-nominal ratings. As the experimental results
demonstrate, the approach shows promising results to filter
unfair testimonies and provide buyers a more accurate rep-
utation evaluation regarding the seller.
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